Dear Parents,

Welcome to Year 6 2012 at ODPS! Your child will need the following equipment for this year:

- 4 HB pencils
- 2 2B pencils (art)
- 3 blue pens & 2 red pens per term
- 4 Glue sticks - one per term
- Rubber - liquid paper and correction tape NOT allowed at school
- Scissors
- Barrel pencil sharpener
- Textas & highlighters, coloured pencils and/or Crayola Twistables
- 30 cm ruler (not metal) with cm & mm marked
- 2 sheets coloured cardboard (made into an art folder)
- Dictionary
- 2 large (family size) box of tissues to share
- Clear contact for covering books (this will be done at home)
- 1 A4 plastic sleeve display folder
- Pencil case (medium preferred)
- Calculator
- Compass and Protractor
- A4 Homework book
- Library bag

Please ensure that all belongings and clothing are labelled clearly with your child’s name and a contact number (if possible)!

You will receive further information on workbooks and any other requirements when the school year commences in 2012. A Meet the Teacher evening is also held early in first term, where we outline our plans for the year. Thank you - we look forward to meeting you and your child this year!

Year 6 Teachers